Summer 2020 Newsletter
Each year the Society for Pastoral Theology gathers on the third weekend in June for the Annual
Meeting and study conference. Last March, the members of the SPT Steering Committee made
the difficult decision to cancel this year’s Annual Meeting due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
Society members grieved and lamented the loss of our annual gathering, what for many of us is a
“homecoming.”
At our Zoom meeting on Monday, June 8, the Steering Committee expressed how our grief is
now compounded as we mourn the deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, Ahmaud Arbery,
and countless more. Always in rhetoric, if not always in practice, SPT has been committed to
inclusion. We acknowledge, however, that diverse leadership and membership is not sufficient to
end sexism, racism, or any other of the oppressions that we as a SPT have discussed and
opposed. In recent years we worked toward becoming a more anti-racist Society. There is far
more work ahead.
The members of the Steering Committee lament that we cannot join together in person this year
to continue the work of rooting out the evil of white supremacism that yet reigns in our guild and
our larger society. We lament that we cannot gather to address how we as pastoral theologians
and as a Society need to respond to the systemic racism and police brutality plaguing the United
States. We lament that we cannot gather for our Annual Meeting to explore issues of “Borders,”
the heart of our 2020 conference theme. We lament, and yet we look ahead.
We look ahead with hope to our 2021 Annual Meeting that will convene at the Renaissance
Marriott Hotel in Montgomery, Alabama. We look ahead to learning about the ways each of
our members is using their theological acumen and scholarly platforms to eradicate racist
systems in our nations. We look ahead to discussing how we are working to dismantle the white
supremacism so commonly manifested in Western Christianity. We look ahead, and yet we
lament.

President’s Letter
Dear Society for Pastoral Theology Family,
On Saturday, June 6, my family and I joined a peaceful protest for Black Lives Matter at the
Pasadena Civic Auditorium and lamented by calling out the names of George Floyd, Breonna
Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery as a rallying cry for equity and justice. After the march around the

main streets of Pasadena, we took a knee for the duration of eight minutes and forty-six seconds
that George Floyd’s neck had been asphyxiated by a white police officer. At three years old, it
was my daughter’s first protest. She asked, “Mama, what are we doing? Why are we walking?”
How do you explain to a three-year-old this process of lament that solidly stands against and
demands the dismantling of the systems and structures of racism and white supremacy that
perpetuated centuries of heinous atrocities? As limited as it is, my husband and I described it
with a metaphor of a pandemic. Different than a “germ” metaphor we used to describe the
shutdown of the global world for the last few months, we explained this pandemic of racism is
much greater in years, scope, and destruction. And to root it out, we need to commit to the call of
God for justice and equity at personal, interpersonal and institutional levels - a long obedience in
the right direction.
I can say with confidence the interruption of COVID-19, which was rightly overshadowed by the
protests to end the greater pandemic of racism coalesced to make this year like no other year. No
one expected that the culmination of my tenure with the Steering Committee as the president of
the Society would require the difficult decision to cancel our 35th Anniversary Annual Meeting.
Even as I write this letter, I wish we were meeting together to engage in deeper, more nuanced
conversations about these two pandemics with you, my colleagues. Our gathering was to have
taken place in San Diego with the theme, “What is a Border” and include a visit to the USMexico border as an immersive engagement to explore the geographic boundary, among other
borders. Once again, I’m grateful that we had the cadre of members who were ready and posed
to share their pastoral theological scholarship through the Persons of Color Pre-Conference,
plenary, panel response, society luncheon, work-in-progress, workshops, study groups, and
special interest groups. Thank you for your generous willingness to share in this way. The
society’s interest and commitment to the theme is evident and the Steering Committee and I
would encourage our colleagues who were scheduled to participate in this year’s conference to
submit your presentations in writing to the Journal of Pastoral Theology.
Further, the Steering Committee formed two specific task forces in anticipation of our June
gathering: the By-Laws Revision Task Force and the 35th Anniversary Celebration Task Force.
The By-Laws Task Force was comprised of Nancy Ramsay, Roslyn Karaban, and Sophia Park.
This group of dedicated members worked on the revision and were to bring their suggested
changes to the Business Meeting during our Annual Meeting. However, since we did not meet in
person, the Steering Committee has made the decision to postpone the work of this task force.
Instead, we opted to wait for an in-person meeting in order to principally hold a forum to discuss
the revisions prior to their adoption. The 35th Anniversary Celebration Task Force was
comprised of Beth Toler, Ahyun Lee, Lee H. Butler, and Jeanne Stevenson Moessner. This
group thoughtfully and creatively looked at finding ways to highlight and celebrate our history:
past, present, and future. The task force members promptly brought their brilliance, creativity,
and vigor to this charge. We look forward to our next in-person meeting, when both of these
task forces will pave our way forward with a much-needed revision of the By-Laws and muchanticipated anniversary celebration.
Finally, I want to express my profound gratitude to the members of the Steering Committee: Jill
Snodgrass, Cedric Johnson, Jim Higginbotham, and Phillis Shepphard. Together, we took on the
massive work of not only prepping for the Annual Meeting, but also a new website, and other

essential adjustments during COVID 19. Jill single-handedly got our tax-exempt status
reinstated, worked tirelessly with a web design company the Steering Committee selected, and
consistently offered transparent financial reports. Cedric clearly and aptly communicated all
relevant information in winsome and timely fashion as our corresponding secretary. Jim took on
the initial crafting of the conference theme, compiled the lists of all past Steering Committee
members since 1985, and represented JPT as a liaison. Phillis often gave us pause with her
insights and constantly pursued diverse considerations with, “But what about” statements. Heidi
Park (incoming member of the Steering Committee) volunteered to come on prior to her term
when Phillis resigned from the committee due to the increasing requirements of her expansive
professional commitments. It goes without saying, without the work and support of everyone on
the committee, the work of SPT could not continue. It has been my honor and privilege to work
in tandem with these members.
Members of the Society for Pastoral Theology are invited to vote on the election of new
members to the Steering Committee. Given the resignation of Phillis as explained above, the
Nominating Committee, chaired by Ryan LaMothe with Craig Rubano, Lee H. Butler, and Karen
Craven as members, submitted two names for the Steering Committee: Hee-Kyu Heidi Park
(replacing my post) and Ayo Yetunde (replacing Phillis’ post). In addition, the members of the
SPT are charged with creating a new Nominating Committee to replace the outgoing members of
the Steering Committee in 2021 (Jill Snodgrass and Cedric Johnson), which will be chaired by
myself. Self-nominations are welcomed. Please be aware that individuals serving on the
Nominating Committee cannot themselves be nominated to the Steering Committee. A formal
election will be held later in the summer. Members can access the voting link in the Society
Resources page through Membership Portal.
Now, as I end my time as the president of the Society, allow me to share this Franciscan
Benediction:
May God bless us with discomfort at easy answers, half-truths, and superficial
relationships,
so that we may live deep within our hearts.
May God bless us with anger at injustice, oppression, and exploitation of people,
so that we may work for justice, freedom, and peace.
May God bless us with tears to shed for those who suffer from pain, rejection, hunger,
and war,
so that we may reach out our hands to comfort them and turn their pain into joy.
And may God bless us with enough foolishness to believe that we can make a difference
in this world,
so that we can do what others claim cannot be done, to bring justice and kindness
to all our children and the poor. Amen
Until we meet face-to-face next,
Rev. Kirsten Sonkyo Oh, PhD
President for Society for Pastoral Theology
Professor of Practical Theology
Azusa Pacific University

Membership Report
Member Type
Regular Member
Student Member
International Members
Retired/Fix Income Members
Total Members as of 6/8/20

Number
32
15
14
9
70

SPT has welcomed many new members in 2019 and 2020! However, 85 individuals who were
members in 2018 or 2019 have not renewed. This means that as of June 8, 2020, SPT received
only $4,350 in Membership Dues as compared to $10,400 in 2019.
Please renew your membership today. Although we could not gather for an Annual Meeting in
2020, your membership dues give you access to, and provide financial support for, the Journal of
Pastoral Theology. In addition, your dues help to maintain our website and digital presence.
Visit www.societyforpastoraltheology.org today to renew your membership. If you forgot your
username and password, or if you are new to the revamped website, please contact Jim
Higginbotham at higgija@earlham.edu

Fundraising Report and Thank You to Task Force Members
In honor of the SPT’s 35th Anniversary, a task force comprised of Sam Lee, Jill Snodgrass, Jaco
Hamman, Angella Son, Danjuma Gibson, and Ryan LaMothe initiated a fundraising campaign to
strengthen the future of the Society. The goal is to raise a minimum of $100,000 toward an
endowment fund over the next year. The endowed fund would be significant enough that we can
then use annual proceeds to support student participation at the SPT Annual Meeting. The late
Emma Justes, a founding member of SPT, gave the impetus for this effort by donating nearly
$20,000 to SPT through her trust. Task Force co-chairs Sam Lee and Jill Snodgrass wish to thank
the members of the task force for their continued service as our fundraising efforts continue.
Our work is not yet complete! Donations can be made at the SPT website or by sending a check,
made payable to the Society for Pastoral Theology, to the attention of Jill Snodgrass; 943 Oella
Avenue; Ellicott City, MD 21043. Please email Jill at jlsnodgrass@loyola.edu with any questions
or if you wish to make a pledge.
The Task Force members wish to thank the following Society members who have already so
generously donated.
SPT Thanks the Following Donors
Evergreen Circle ($1-$999)
Herbert Anderson (In honor of Larry Graham)
Bradley Binau

Jaeyeon Lucy Chung
Mary Lynn Dell (In honor of Jeanne StevensonMoessner)

Susan Dunlap
Evon Flesberg (In honor of Jeanne StevensonMoessner)
Leanna Fuller
George Furniss
David Hogue
Insook Lee
Barbara McClure (In honor of Rodney Hunter)
Bonnie Miller-McLemore
Rode Molla
Ronald J. Nydam
Kirsten Oh (In memory of Insook Lee’s brother)
Sophia Park
Beth Toler
Ken Walden
Pamela Ayo Yetunde

Aspen Circle ($1,000-$2,999)
Jaco Hamman
Jim Higginbotham
Oak Circle ($3,000-$7,999)
Ryan LaMothe (In memory of Donald Capps)
Angella Son (In honor of Dr. Edward P. Wimberly)
Sequoia Circle ($8,000-$14,999)
Rodney Hunter (In honor of Herbert Anderson)
Redwood Circle / Named Gift ($15,000 or more)
Pamela Cooper-White (In honor of the Atlanta ThD
graduates over many years)
K. Samuel Lee
The Clinebell Institute, Claremont, CA (In memory of
Howard Clinebell)

Journal of Pastoral Theology (JPT) Report
The health of the Journal of Pastoral Theology (JPT) is relatively stable as of June 2020. On
balance, submissions, journal circulation, and downloads have experienced modest upticks (more
or less) through 2019. Nevertheless, there remains much work to do, and several opportunities to
leverage, in order to expand our readership and strengthen the fiscal health of the journal.
Overseas visibility, annual subscriptions and downloads from the institutions that represent SPT
remain critical areas to improve upon. Moreover, securing a position in a humanities index
would represent a significant achievement for JPT, as indexed journals are generally considered
of higher quality, aid faculty with meeting publication requirements, and improve
internationalization via more submissions and higher readership. Progress towards indexation
include performance metrics such as meeting publication schedules, cross-references to JPT, and
improving overseas visibility (submissions and downloads). Fortunately, JPT has met its
publication schedule for the last two years. Additionally, we have witnessed, at least anecdotally,
a slight improvement with international submissions over the past year. We hope to apply for a
humanities index within the next few years. Members of SPT can greatly assist in these
endeavors through the timely submission of articles and revisions, encouraging their schools to
purchase a JPT subscription, including articles from JPT as required readings in their courses and
having students directly download the articles, and spreading the word about JPT at other
conferences and guilds where you hold memberships—especially if those guilds or conferences
have an international reach. Lastly, our book review co-editors, Jan Holton and Phil Helsel,
report that we are in a good position in terms of book reviews submitted over the past year, as
well as the current backlog. You are encouraged to connect with them about books that need to
be reviewed, especially if they offer perspective and insight on the present COVID-19 crisis and
Black Lives Matter (BLM) movement.
As of June 2020, three members of the JPT editorial board ended their four-year term: Chanequa
Walker-Barnes, Storm Swain, and Heidi Park. We thank them for their years of service.
Replacing them are Ruben Arjona, Yolanda Dreyer, and Pamela Ayo Yetunde. We thank them

for their commitment to serve. Additionally, Mary Moschella is the co-editor elect for JPT,
having agreed to serve with Danjuma Gibson once K. Samuel Lee completes his term of service
in June 2021. We thank Mary for her commitment to serve.
Our future publication plan is robust. The final publication for 2020 is a special issue entitled
Coloring Mental Health Collective featuring guest editor Nicholas Grier. For the past five years,
Nicholas has sponsored Coloring Mental Health Collective conferences in multiple cities
throughout the United States. We thank Nicholas for his work and contribution to this special
edition. The first publication for 2021 will be a special issue on the current COVID-19 crisis and
the global BLM movement (see the attached call for papers). The deadline to submit papers to
this special issue is November 1, 2020. Based on the current commitments to submit papers for
this special issue, the editors have been in contact with Taylor & Francis about the possibility of
combining two out of our three annual publications into one larger publication that addresses the
current crisis. The COVID-19 crisis and the BLM movement represent historic events that
inform pastoral theology and pastoral care. We strongly encourage you consider submitting
papers. Lastly, we have a special issue slated for 2021 on chaplaincy education sponsored by
guest editor Shelly Rambo, and a special issue slated for 2022 on articles and resources for
teaching pastoral theology sponsored by guest editor Jaco Hamman. Jaco envisions creating a
special edition that includes a robust cross-section of pastoral theological articles and resources
that faculty can use as an introductory text in pastoral care courses. Overall, we look forward to
this emerging platform of scholarship.
JPT Call for Papers
Special Edition on COVID19 Pandemic and
the Global Protest for Racial Justice
How suitable, how necessary it is that
this plague and pestilence,
which seems horrible and deadly,
searches out the justice of each and every one
and examines the mind of the human race;
whether the [healthy] care for the sick,
whether relatives dutifully love kinsmen as they should …
whether physicians do not desert the afflicted.
–Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage1
The Journal of Pastoral Theology seeks pastoral theological essays for a special issue on the
topics related to the current Coronavirus-19 pandemic. Suggestive topics may include pastoral
theological reflections on Anti-Asian Racism, Xenophobia, equity implications of the pandemic,
meaning of suffering, the role of religious communities in response to pandemic, impact of
pandemic on religion and religious practices, and more.

1

Quoted in Glen Scrivener, “Responding to Pandemics: 4 Lessons from Church History,” March 16, 2020, accessed on March 26,
2020, https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/4-lessons-church-history/.

We are expanding this call for papers to include pastoral theological essays related to the
concurrent global protests for racial justice for black and brown people in light of the recent slew
of killings of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Ahmaud Arbery. Suggestive topics may
include pastoral theological reflections on intersectionality and racism, systemic racism in the
justice system, the ongoing legacy of white supremacy, the meaning of Black Lives Matters
(BLM) for all of humanity, and the role of religious communities in response to the ongoing
racially motivated destruction of black and brown bodies.
If you are interested in writing an essay, before starting to work on it, kindly inform co-editors
(K. Samuel Lee at slee@cst.edu or Danjuma Gibson at dgg085@calvinseminary.edu) of your
intent with a tentative title.
Each essay is expected to be a scholastic work, and is required to move through peer review
process.
For paper writing requirements, see the instruction at
https://www.tandfonline.com/action/authorSubmission?show=instructions&journalCode=ypat20.
Information about JPT is also available at https://www.tandfonline.com/loi/ypat20.

Scholarly Engagement
Although we are unable to gather this year in San Diego, we can still learn from each other and
have pastoral theological discourse through our Journal of Pastoral Theology. Here are précis of
a couple of the latest articles in JPT, which you can access if you are a member of SPT.
“A Pastoral Theological Response to Miguel De La Torre” by Leanna K. Fuller
Do you remember Miguel De La Torre's presentation last year on “Embracing the Hopelessness
of Those Seeking Pastoral Care”? Society member Leanna Fuller provides a critical response to
De La Torre's evocative paper. Fuller acknowledges that many who use the word “hope” espouse
“a Eurocentric belief in progress that relies solely on human efforts to effect change and that
ultimately excuses us from responsibility in the struggle for justice.” Fuller agrees that De La
Torre is correct to call scholars to account for such a view and then she offers a rebuttal, “But is
this what pastoral theology means by hope? From my perspective, the answer is decisively no.”
“Absent a Word: How the Language of Sexual Trauma Keeps Survivors Silent” by
Danielle Tumminio Hansen
“[Caregivers] should also be attentive to the language that the survivor uses and consider how
that language helps or hinders the survivor’s recovery.” Danielle Hansen wrestles with the
limitations of language for sexual harm and the ways that it complicates the trauma of survivors.
Since “sexual trauma language is complicated language,” Hansen calls pastoral theologians and
caregivers to recognize the role of rape myths, patriarchy, and individualism in shaping language
and silencing those who have been harmed.

Treasurer Report
I am happy to report that the financial standing of SPT is improving. My first goal as treasurer
was to work with the IRS to reinstate SPT’s tax-exempt status as a 501(c)(3). This occurred in
2019, and SPT has met all tax filing deadlines. My second goal was to create a balanced budget
for conference expenses. This is challenging. Conferences expenses vary greatly depending upon
location, and conference registration income varies greatly depending upon the number of
members in attendance. As shown in the table below, in 2018 and 2019 the Steering Committee
worked hard to close the gap and we will continue to make this a financial priority in years to
come.
2017

2018

2019

Conference Registration Income

$14,510.00

$20775.00

$19,015.00

Conference Expenses

$36,299.05

$23,200.70

$22,654.35

$(21,789.05)

$(2,425.70)

$(3,689.35)

Net

The SPT 2018-2019 Financial Statement can be found at the end of this newsletter. First, I wish
to draw your attention to the cell highlighted in yellow. In 2019, SPT paid a $4,000 deposit to the
DoubleTree Hilton in San Diego toward the 2020 conference. Because the conference was
cancelled, we will be receiving this deposit back, mostly likely early-to-mid-summer 2020.
Second, please note that in 2019 SPT spent $6,529.76 toward the construction of the new SPT
website and a year-long maintenance contract. If you have any questions regarding the 20182019 Financial Statement, please feel free to email me at jlsnodgrass@loyola.edu
Finally, although 2020 finances will not be reported until next year, the current balance in SPT’s
Bank of America account is $48,084.41. Of this balance, $38,978.45 constitutes the Emma Justes
Memorial Fund (see Fundraising Task Force report above), which will soon be placed into a
separate account.
With no investments and a fairly simple operating budget, SPT is on solid financial ground
despite recent economic volatility. In addition, thanks to the work of the Fundraising Task Force
and the generous donations and pledges of SPT members, we are working to create a viable
financial future that will carry the Society forward for years to come.
Respectfully submitted by Jill Snodgrass, SPT Treasurer

Announcements
Promotions/Tenure/Appointments:

Phillips Theological Seminary welcomes Lee H. Butler, Jr. as the seminary’s new Vice
President of Academic Affairs and Academic Dean. Butler will also hold an endowed academic
chair and serve as the William Tabbernee Professor of the History of Religions and Africana
Pastoral Theology at Phillips.
The Board of Trustees of Drew University unanimously approved the promotion of Angella Son
to Full Professor in May of 2020.
Earlham School of Religion promoted Jim Higginbotham to Full Professor this year.
Enuil David Cho received a Louisville Institute Postdoctoral Fellowship and will be joining
Brite Divinity School as a Visiting Assistant Professor of Pastoral Theology and Care and
Louisville Postdoctoral Fellow.
Publications:
Pamela Ayo Yetunde announces the publication of Buddhist-Christian Dialogue, U.S. Law,
and Womanist Theology for Transgender Spiritual Care (Palgrave Macmillian, 2020). Dr.
Yetunde is moving to Chicago and can be contacted at ayoyetunde@gmail.com.
Cody Sanders announces the publication of Christianity, LGBTQ Suicide, and the Souls of
Queer Folk (Lexington Books, 2020). The book uses a narrative framework and qualitative
research to examine how religious narratives contribute to the precarity of life for LGBTQ
people leading to suicide attempt, as well as how the LGBTQ people interviewed drew on
religious and spiritual narratives to promote livability of life in the aftermath of surviving a
suicide attempt.
Mary Clark Moschella and Lee H. Butler, Jr. have edited The Edward Wimberly Reader: A
Black Pastoral Theology (Baylor University Press). Some of Dr. Wimberly’s most vital writings
have been gathered and reprinted in one volume, with our commentary, in order to begin the
important work of expanding the historical record in the field of pastoral theology and care to
include the role of African American scholars. Use code 17FALL20 to receive 20% off and free
shipping; with course adoption, students save 25%. Contact BUP_Marketing@baylor.edu for
more details.
Jill Snodgrass edited Navigating Religious Difference in Spiritual Care and Counseling: Essays
in Honor of Kathleen J. Greider (Claremont Press, 2019). This spin on a classical festschrift
addresses Dr. Greider’s contribution to the fields of pastoral theology and spiritual care and
counseling by focusing on the theme of religious difference. The text contains thirteen chapters
focused on theorizing religious difference and navigating religious difference in diverse contexts.
Contributing authors include numerous SPT members.
Best regards,
Kirsten Oh, President
Cedric Johnson
Jill Snodgrass

Jim Higginbotham
Heidi Park (incoming member)

